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TwoTwo--photon exchange effect in nucleon form factorsphoton exchange effect in nucleon form factors

PartonicPartonic calculationcalculation

[Chen, Afanasev, Brodsky, Carlson, 
Vanderhaeghen, PRL (2004)]



Electromagnetic Nucleon to Delta 
transition

JP=3/2+, M∆ =1.232, Γ∆=0.2 GeV

N ! ∆ transition: 

π N ! ∆ (99%), γ N ! ∆ (<1%)

γ¤N∆ is specified by three form-factors: GM
¤ (Q2) [M1], GE

¤ (Q2) [E2], GC
¤ (Q2) [C2]

studied in pion electroproduction on the nucleon at the resonance kinematics, s=M∆
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EM nucleon to Delta transition:
general formalism

In general (any # of exchanged photons), the e N! e ∆ transition can be described by 16 form 
factors, or, 16 independent helicity amplitudes: 

me=0, cuts this number down to 8:  

one-photon exchange approximation

const

PQCD

PQCD
PQCD
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[Carlson, PRD (1986)]



RSM=-(q/2M∆) GC/GM

REM=-GE/GM

Experimental status of E2/M1 and C2/M1 ratiosExperimental status of E2/M1 and C2/M1 ratios



EM Nucleon to Delta transition:
general formalism

At the ∆-resonance, these cross-sections are expressed in terms of e N! e ∆ helicity amplitudes

The unpolarized pion electroproduction cross-section is, in general,  written as:



TwoTwo--photon exchange : photon exchange : partonicpartonic calculationcalculation

“magnetic” GPD

“axial” GPD

∆N
GPD

Hard scattering

amplitude

Large NC

Nucleon GPD’s



Nucleon Nucleon GPDsGPDs
Modified Regge model  [Guidal, Polyakov, Radyushkin, Vanderhaeghen, PRD (2005)]:

qv(x) -- forward parton distributions atµ2 = 1 GeV2

Regge slopes : determined from rms radii 

determined from F2 / F1 at large Q2

MRST2002 NNLO

Leader, Sidorov, Stamenov
(2002)



Nucleon electromagnetic form factorsNucleon electromagnetic form factors

modified  Regge parametrization

Regge parametrization

PROTONPROTON NEUTRONNEUTRON



N N --> > ∆∆ transition form factors from transition form factors from GPDsGPDs

``modified Regge model”

large Nc



TwoTwo--photon exchange contribution to photon exchange contribution to helicityhelicity amplitudesamplitudes

∆N



One + two-photon-exchange in observables

The unpolarized pion electroproduction cross-section:



Two-photon effects on observables



Two-photon effects on cross sections

1γ
1γ

1γ+2γ
1γ+2γ



1γ result

1γ + 2γ result

Two-photon effects on cross sections



Two-photon effects on cross sections

Q^2 = 6 GeV^2

1γ+2γ

1γ



Two-photon effects on the ratios 
(Q2 dependence)





CLAS data 
corrected for RSM
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Conclusions

General formalism for the unpolarized pion electroproduction cross-sections 
in terms of  N!∆ helicity amplitudes. 

New responses σTTi and σLTi.

Parton-model calculation of two-photon exchange N!∆ helicity amplitudes. 

A first glance at two-photon effects on inelastic observables.

Corrections on REM are small, analogous to corrections in the nucleon 
polarization-transfer observables.

Substantial (up to 10%) corrections to the L responses (σL and σLT). 
Therefore, mainly RSM is affected. 

Effects increasing with increasing 1/ε and Q2
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